Doppler Microwave Landing Systems and Low Angle Tracking
STC New Southgate was a
manufacurer and supplier of
Navaids and ILS.
When the decision was made to
leave that business the project,
under Charles Earp, to develop a
new system at 5GHz, the
Microwave Landing
System, MLS, was moved to STL.

Giles Overbury
with the big
60L Elevation
antenna that
also went to
RAE for trials.

This picture shows the very first
commutated array under test at
STC.

120 L Azimuth system under test at STL before going down
to RAE Farnborough.
Underneath are metres of coax and the RF commutators.

The azimuth installation at Fontana Airfield in front of
the control tower. It ended up at Dayton WrightPatterson AFB Dayton, Ohio
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ITT Gilfillan built this
system to try and
interest the US Military
in a “tactical MLS”.
This was installed on
the end of the runway at
Stansted.

Jack Lansfield checking a Doppler MLS Receiver

First lateral
diversity antenna.
This was an
important link in
the chain from
MLS to Array
Signal Processing

Azimuth Array 32-way 5Ghz RF Commutator
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SETAC Antenna Reference Element

SETAC 17-way
RF Commutator

SEL Stuttgart invented an elevation guidance system, SETAC, for tactical military applications in
which the L-band signal was commutated on a small array and using the same principles as Doppler
MLS which produced a selectable glideslope for the pilot.
STL designed and built the array element and the commutators.

What Happened to MLS?
Sadly the MLS programme developed into an international fight about techniques,
and as a result the world still has ILS with its single fixed approaches and
multipath vulnerabilities.
GPS may eventually provide a solution, but real problems exist in providing
integrity monitoring to the required safety standards.
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1st STL Array Signal Processing Test Bed

X-Band TX used in ASWE
Low Angle Tracking Trials

X-Band Array used in ASWE Low Angle
Tracking Trials

